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The purpose of this memo is to investigate the interface conditions arising 
from the use of low power transistor-transistor logic (LPTTL) in conjunc-

OP 

tion with low power diode-transistor logic (LPDTL) and to familiarize the 
reader with the fundamental characteristics which make transistor-transistor 
logic (TTL) of any power level unique, demonstrating the inherent performance 
characteristic limits of low power transistor-transistor logic if applied in 
conventional logic design. This analysis utili7.es the simple two-input NAND 
gate as its model. Although generally applicable in nature to all TTL product, 
it does not suffice as a total analysiH for more complex TTL products. 

The analysis reveals that LPTT L is generally superior in electrical perfor
mance to LPDTL in all areas except power dissipation where LPTTL can 
experience additional dissipation of 50% or more over that of LPDTL. Com
plete compatibility at interfaces should exist except in the instance where 
a LPDTL gate drives LPTTL gates in which case compatible performance 
can be expected if the output sinking current is limited to 0. 75 mA (or a 
maximum fan-out of LPTTL gate inputs of 4. 0 as derated per ALSEP ATM-241 
criteria). 

As expected in TTL products, the analysis reveals the input breakdown voltage 
level existing at voltage values slightly greater than 5. 0 Volts which should 
serve as a warning of the sensitivity to damage of the LPTT L inputs to voltages 
exceeding 5.0 Volts. 
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Perhaps the best way to evaluate the low power TTL loading and sourcing 
characteristics is to consider the unique design characteristics required 
to create a logic circuit capable of low power dissipation and high speed 
performance. This discussion will deal with the fundamental require
ments of a simple L.PTT L gate. The general discussion will be pertainent 
to all TTL logic. More complex TTL circuits require additional design 
factors which will not be discus Hed here. 

Consider the basic low poW(!T TTL gate shown below. (Figure l). 

tV 

20K 

v. { 1n Vout 

12K 

Fig. 1 - LPTT L Gate Gnd 

With proper bias conditions and input conditions, the circuit will perform 
as a logic gate. 
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The TTL manufacturing process is more difficult to control than the DTL 
process since input transistor performance characteristics are more dif
ficult to obtain than mere input diode junction characteristics. TTL logic 
has to offer improved circuit performance to justify its added complexity. 
Improved performance i.s found i.n its switching speed. A more detailed 
analysis of Figures 2a and 2b is required to demonstrate these improve
ments since the basic low power DTL gate is similar to the low power 
TTL gate as shown in Figure 3. 

+V 

21K 
40K 

Dl 

D2 V out 

40K 
15K 

Gnd 

Fig. 3 LPDTL Gate 
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Ideally, high speed performance would be best achieved by unsaturated 
logic design. However, unsaturated logic poses greater performance 
difficulties than does saturated logic, so this approach to increased 
speed is not easily attained. With the availability of high speed transistors, 
the logic design can obtain improved speed by developing a means to 
remove stored base charge due to saturation when the base of each 
transistor is turned off. TTL logic performs this task better than DTL 
logic due to the performance characteristics of the transistors (primarily 
transistor Ql). 

It can be seen from Figures 1 and 2 that the base charge of transistor Ql 
is always present since the base current is flowing either base to emitter 
or base to collector. When transistor Q2 is switched from the ON state 
(Fig. 2b) to the OFF state (Fig. 2a), transistor Ql is saturated ON to re
move the stored base charge. The stored base charge from transistor 
Q4 is removed when it is switched from its ON state (Fig. 2b) to its 
OFF state (Fig. 2a) through the 12KU resistor to ground. Transistor 
Q3 has been designed so that it docs not saturate and therefore does not 
have a critical stored base charge condition. The design features of 
Ql and Q2 (resultant of Ql) are uniquely TTL and the features for Q3 
and Q4 are similar for both LPTTL and LPDTL. 

The design has suffered performance losses to obtain improved switching 
time characteristic:-~. It is these differences between LPTTL and LPDTL 
which would tend to effect the con1patiblo pcrforn1ance of the logic forms. 

The basic difference of TTL and DTL is fundamental to the creation and 
control of the multiple emitter input transistor Ql of the TTL circuit. It 
is shown in Figure 2b that when Ql is in the 110FF 11 state that an input 
current is experienced. The range of this current is between ltJ.A and 
lOOtJ.A. This is not a mere leakage current. If Ql would turn OFF only 
nano-ampere leakage current would result. Therefore, Ql is obviously not 
in the turned OFF state. In fact, the Ql transistor is actually turned 110N 11 

since the base current IBl of Figure 2b is present. The transistor is in 
the inverse operation mode where conversion efficiencies are extremely 
poor and inverse beta (Binv) is less than unity. The Ql transistor emitter 
in the inverse mode is acting as a collector and the collector is acting as 
the emitter. Comparing this input current (lin) with the LPDTL input 
leakage current (~InA) it can be seen that LPTTL will dissipate greater 
power and tend to create a more critical fan-out loading condition. The 
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TTL design requires greater beta control which effects inverse beta 
and input breakdown voltage characteristics. lf the device beta is high, 
the input breakdown voltage will be high (which is good), but the inverse 
beta will be high also (which is poor). If the device beta is low, the input 
breakdown voltage will be low (which is poor) and the inverse beta will be 
low (which is good). So, an optimum condition is required which will allow 
adequate device beta, greater than 5. 5 Volt input breakdown voltage and 
small inverse beta values. Adequate device beta means sufficient beta 
values to ensure saturation of transistors Q2 and Q4 under full sink 
current load conditions over the full temperature range. An upper limit 
exists on the device beta since it is desirable for transistor Q3 to remain 
in the active mode (designated "ON" in Figure 2a) and not to obtain a 
saturated ON state. 

A worst case analysis of the gate circuit can be made from the parameters on 
the Texas Instrument data sheet and a few general assumptions. Such an analy
sis requires knowledge of circuit element characteristics and nominal electrical 
values. For this purpose, the following assumptions have been made and are 
believed to be quite representative of the LPTTL circuit elements. 

Base-Emitter 
Diode Threshold 

Transistor 
Saturation Voltage 
@ 2mA load 

-55oc 25"C +125"C 

0.8V 0. 5V 0. 3V 

0. 3V 0. 3V 0. 3V 

Utilizing -0. 18 rnA maximum from the TI data for the input current shown 
in Figure Za and the assumption that the + 125 "C temperature would be 
worst case, the high temperature value for the 40ffi2 base resistor can be 
calculated as follows: 

5.5V-0.3V 
-6 

1 KO X 1 () 

so, the change in resistance from the nominal 40Kn value is 25%. There
fore, the resistance temperature characteristic will be assumed negative 
and linear as 50Kn@ -Ssoc and 30hll ((U. 125nC. With this assumption all 
resistor values at temperature extren1es can be estimated as follows: 
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Nominal 
Value 

40Kn 

20Kn 

12Kn 

50 ail 
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30Kn 

15Kn 

9Kn 

375!1 

Minimum and maximum transistor element beta can now be derived as 
follows: The TI data sheet specifies a short-circuit output current of 
-3mA minimum and -15mA maximum. The short-circuit output current 
is dependent upon the value of the ZOKSl resistor and the beta value of the 
Q3 transistor. Minimum beta occurH at -55" C as does the maximum 
resistance value for the 20KSl resiHtor, therefore, minimum short-circuit 
output current would be at -55 "C. The following calculation applies. 

where Vf -- V BE 

and V 5. 5 v 
cc 

I -1mA 
QH 

I 
OS 

0. HV 

::: 

V cc - (V f + V BE) 

R20 

13 . m1n. 

The equation can be rearranged to solve for minimum beta of Q3 as 
follows: 

13 • 
m1n. 

13 min. 

R
20 

(los) 
= 

25 X 10
3 

(3 X 10-
3 

5. 5 - (0. 8 + 0. 8) 

75 
== ~ 20 minimum@ -55"C 

3.9 
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The same equation applies for the maximum beta calculation except the 
+125 oc values must be used. 

p max. 
15 X 10

3 
(15 X 10-

3
) 

'~ 

5 . 5 - (O • 3 + 0. 3 ) 

p __ 225 ~ 45maximum@+l25oc 
max. 4. 9 

Utilizing the minimum beta value for Q3, it is now possible to determine 
the minimum sourcing load current available from the circuit output. The 
TI data sheet indicates that a minimum output voltage of 2. 4 volts is necessary 
to drive the gate input in the logical one state. The minimum source current 
available and minimum beta occurs at -55"C, so those values must be used 
as follows: 

I = 
out 

= 

V cc - (V f + V BE) - V out 

R20 

20(0.5) 

25 X 10
3 

p 

10 

4.5- (0.8 + 0.8) -2.4 
= 

25 X 10
3 

20 

I - 400 f.LA source current@? 2... 4V 
out 

The maximum sourcing load current at +2. 4 Volts out can be derived util
ir.ing the assumption that Q3 saturates at + 125 o C. 

I 
out = 

v 
cc 

- (V + V ) - V 
f CE out 5. 5 - (0. 6) - 2. 4 

375 
= 3. 04 ~ 8mA 

375 
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It is possible to calculate the minimum forced beta for transistor Q4 
if further approximations are employed. The following calculation 
can be made to determine the maximum IB4 current available to the 
base of transistor Q4. The TI data sheet specifies a maximum zero 
level consumption current (Icc(o)) of 0. SimA. At the same time the 
data sheet allows 100 flA maximum input current per input. Assuming 
two inputs at +5. 0 volts, the net IB4 current would be: 

IB
4 

:-: 510 + 100 + I 00 = 710 flA Maximum 

The current flowing through the 12Nl resistor will be ignored here as 
insignificant. 

TI tests for saturated output with 2. 0 rnA sink load current. So, the 
forced beta can be calculated at 0. 3 Volt as: 

Forced p 2mA 
= 

. 710mA 
-3 Minimum @0. 3V 

However, this does not really demonstrate anything more than the 2. OmA 
test itself from the viewpoint of maximum allowable sink current loading. 

Comparing the minimum forced B (-3) which is tested with the device 
beta (-20), there would appear to be considerable margin in favor of the 
device. However, there may be practical limitations on the amount of 
sinking load current due to power dissipation limitations in transistor Q4. 

The TI data sheet specifies maximum input currents as lOflA @ 2. 4 Volts and 
lOOflA @5.5 Volts. Assuming 25"C, the minimum and maximum inverse 
beta of transistor Ql can be calculated with the use of the worst case input 
voltage conditions. Minimun1 invcrHe beta would occur at 2. 4 Volts. 

p 
inv. = 

Input Current @ 2. 4 V 

V cc (V BC + V BE + V BE) 

R40 
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v --
cc 

v 
BC 

-

VBE 

R40 

~~ . 1nv. 

5.5 v 

0.5 v 

0. 5 v 

40KH 

-6 3 
1 0 X 1 () X 4(} X 1 0-

5.5- (1.5) 
0.4 
4.0 

f3. ~ 0.10 Minimum @2.4 Volts input. 
1nv. 

Maximum inverse beta would occur at 5.5 Volts. 

Where 

f3 inv. 

v 
cc 

Input Current @ 5. 5 V 

V cc - (V BC + V BE + V BE) 

R40 

= 5. 5 v 

V BC - 0. 5 V 

f3 . 
lnV. 

--

0.5 v 

40KU 

-6 3 
100 X 10 X 40 X 10 

5.5 - (1.5) 
4 

4.0 

f3 . ~ 1. 0 Maximum @ 5. 5 Volts input. 
1nv. 
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Calculation of the inverse beta is only academic since the main point of 
interest of maximum input current level which is derived by testing to 
the lOfJ.A limit@ 2. 4 Volts and 100 fJ.A limit @ 5. 5 Volts. However, the 
change in inverse beta from 2. 4 volts to 5. 5 Volts would indicate that 
the 5. 5 Volt condition is near the input breakdown voltage level since 
the current in<'rcasc is due to the multiplication factor created by the 
ionh;ation rate of the emitter-base region. Where LPDTL was quite 
immune to voltage breakdown of the inputs, LPTTL will be fairly suscept
ible to input damage if voltages CX('(~ecling 6. 0 Volts arc applied to the 
inputs. 

The TI data sheet shows typical LPTT L characteristics which give further 
insight into the product. The following characteristics are copied from 
the TI data sheet. 
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These characteristics are only typical and are not worst case character
istics. 

Figure 4a reveals the input-output voltage characteristic for a fan-out of 
ten (N = 10) and demonstrates the shift in characteristic with temperature. 
Noteworthy is the switching point at + 125 "C and +55 o C. This variance in 
threshold illustrates the limitation on noise immunity over the full tempera
ture range and demonstrates that a 25 o C measurement alone does not reveal 
the true noise margin characteristic. Observe the gradual degradation of 
high level output voltage as the switching threshold is approached. This 
characteristic is caused by the circuit branch containing Q2 as transistor 
QZ is operated through its active mode, creating a voltage division to appear 
at the output with the z'OKH and 12KS2 resistors. This further ciegrades the 
noise margin of the product. However, this characteristic is similar to 
that of the LPDTL and therefore LPTTL suffers no added restriction in 
noise immunity. 
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Figure 4b shows a typical output current characteristic for the LPTTL gate. 
Obvious is the fact that this characteristic reveals nearly a 2. OmA capa
bility at 2. 4 Volts when the worst case calculation resulted in 400(-LA maxi
mum at 2. 4 Volts out. It appears that the 400(-LA limit is quite conservative 
and does not generally apply to the majority of product. Another character
istic to be abserved in this figure is the approximate 4. 0 Volt output level 
at very low currents (< < lmA). This is due to the forward voltage thresholds 
of the base-emitter junction of transistor Q3 and diode Dl. Therefore, at 
small current loads, the source impedance of the output will be much higher 
than the~ lKfl at higher current levels. 

Figure 4c shows a typical output sink current characteristic for the LPTTL 
product. Noteworthy is the current scale out to lOmA with a resultant out
put voltage level of only 0. 4 Volts. This would tend to agree with the con
tention that although the product is tested at a 2. OmA sink current (forced 
beta - 3 minimum) that the product is capable of much higher sink currents 
Still unknown, however, would be the maximum power dissipation limits 
of the Q4 transistor. If sink current levels exceeding 2. OmA were to be 
attempted, the product would require qualification testing in excess of the 
limit attempted. 

SUMMARY-

Table I summarized the results of this discussion and incorporates additional 
parameter values from the TI data sheet. Also shown are results from a 
similar analysis of the Fairchild LPDTL gate derived from data supplied by 
Fairchild back in 1966. 

Following are comments on the individual parameters listed in Table I. 

Circuit Beta - The estimated data indi<:atcs that the LPTTL 
design utilizes higher transistor betas which contribute to 
improved circuit performance, particularly in output sourcing 
and sinking capabilities. 

Q4 Forced Beta - Although the forced beta characteristics 
are nearly identical, the superior circuit beta value for LPTTL 
furnishes considerable beta margin for output current sinking 
purposes. 
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Ql Inverse Beta - Consideration only in LPTTL and 1s soun·e for 
additional power consumption of LPTTL. 

Impedance Values - DC impedance value assun1.ptions. 

High Level Input Current- Probably extreme worst l·ase values. 
LPTTL values may be applicable, however, LPDTT, value more 
likely in low nA range. 

Low Level Input Current - Derived by assun1ing worst case 
ten1perature resistance and junction voltagp drop condition:-;. 

Output Source Current - <:a lntlatecl ksHn1ated) values reveal 
extent of derated output source curr<~nt on rnanufa.cturers data. 
Values show that LPTT I, po:-;ses :-;e:-; better drive capabi]ity. 

Output Sink Current - Values show that LPTTL possesses 
much better sink current ability. 

Fan-Out - The values for the LPTTL reveal a considerable 
derating from the point of DC performance. Its possible 
that the limitation is a dynamic switching speed limitations 
which is not exposed here. The value for the LPDTL has 
been adjusted to the needs of the LPTT L input current load to 
reveal a limiting fan-out factor for LPDTL driving LPTTL of 
six (6) maximum. The published fan-out figure of ten (1 0) 
maximum for LPTTL driving LPTTL applies equally well for 
LPTT L driving LPDT.L. 

Input and Output Voltages - As expected, no great operating 
voltage condition variations exist between LPTTL and l..,PDTL. 
The values are worst case with superior perforn1ancc <~xpccted 
of the average product. 

Noise Margin - The values shown for noise margin is probably 
worst case with greater margin existing in the average product. 
Reduced operational temperature range would also tend to im
prove the margin. LPTTL and LPDTL are very similar in this 
respect. 
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11 0 11 Quiescent Current - The LPTT L product allows for 25% more 
110 11 level quiescent current than docs the LPDTL (0. SlmA to 
0. 4lmA). However, not disclosed in this 0. SlmA limit is the 
input current necessary to obtain the "0 11 output level which can 
amount to 0. lOrnA per input, so the figure can increase by 20% 
per input. LPDTL does not experience this since its gating 
diodes arc high impedance. 

"1 11 Quiescent Current - LPTTL again allows higher "1 11 output 
level quiescent current than docs LPDTL by about 10°ft,, Conl
paring this current for both products with their LO LEV BL 
INPUT CURRENT, a 0. 02rnA difference can be seen. This it 
is assumed is the allowance n1ade for circuit leakages and is 
the same for both products. 

This comparison demonstrates that in1provcd performance in all respects 
except power dissipation can be expected from the use of Ll>T'TL and that 
an increase of possibly 50% to 100% in power consumption can be expected 
with the substitution of LPTTL for LPDTL circuits. 

LPTTL to LPDTL interfaces pose no difficulties. LPDTL to LPTTL 
interfaces are limited to six (6) maximum which should be derated to 
four (4) under the AlSEP derating criteria per ATM-241. 

Care must be observed in the use and testing of circuitry made up of 
LPTT L that input voltages be controlled and not allowed to exceed 5. 0 
Volts if possible. 
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TABLE I 

Low Power TTL -- - - l..o.w. :e.o~E:I. !21:1-- ---
Parameter ---Est~~~-- T""T!o";t;-She-;t- Estimated 1 Fairchild Data Units Conditions 

Min. :Max. I Min. Max. Min. Max. I Min. Max. 
I I 

Circuit Beta -20 -45 I - - -6 -zo I - - -I I 

Q4 Forced Beta -3.0 - I - - -3.5 I - - @'output lo level volt. - I -
-o. 1 I 

I 
@'\"in= 2.4 v 

Ql Inverse Beta - - - (Not Applicable l -
- -I. 0 I - - I - @' Vin = 5.0 v 

High Level -2-!-0K - I - - -5ooK >5M I - - ohms <S \"in= 2.4 v 
Input Impedance - :?.4K - I - - -5ooK >5M I - - ohms @'\"in = 5. 0 v 

I I 
I I 

Lo Level Input Imp. -30K -SOK ! - - -30K -SOK I - - ohms @' \"in = 0. 3 v 

High Level -33J >1M I - - -750 >1M 
I - - ohms <S lout 2_ lOOfJ.A 

Output Impedance -35J -I. 25K I - - -750 -3. SK: - - ohms @lout 2 lOOfJ.A 

Lo Level Output Imp. -100 -ISO I - - -100 -zoo I - - ohms @'!sink minimum 
I 

High Level - - I - 10 - - I - - fJ.A @'\"in = 2. 4 v 
I 

Input Current - -
' 

- 100 - - I - 10 fJ.A tE Yin= 5. 0 \" 

I 
-0.06 

I 
Lo Level In. Current .. :.co -0. 18 I - -0. 18 -o. 16 1 - -0. 16 mA @'Yin = 0. 3 v 

Out. Source Current -0.40 -s.o : o. 1 - -o. 12 -3.0 I 0.06 - mA @' Yout = 2. 4 V 

Out. Sink Current 2.0 >15 I 2.0 1.2 -8. o ! l. 2 mA @ Vout.::; 0. 3 V I - -
Fan-Out .;) - T 10 - 6 - ! 6 - - <S Vout = 2. 4 v I 
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Input Lp Level Volt. - - I - 0.7 - - ! - 0.7 v To obtain output high level volt. c ..... 
"i r. 

C/l 

Input Hi Level Volt. - - : 2.0 - - - I 2.0 - v To obtain output lo level volt. 
I 

Output Lo Level Volt. 
I 

0.3 
T - - I - - - I - 0.25 v Obtained from input hi level volt. 

..... 
::l 

Ill 
::l 
~ 

Output Hi Level Volt. 
l ! 2. 45 Obtained from input lo level volt. - - I 2. 4 - - - - v 

Noise Margin 0.4 
T 

0.45 I v - I 0.4 - - - -
I 

"0" Quiescent Current 
I 

0.51+ I 0.41 mA Per Gate - - I - - - -

''1" Queiscent Current 
l 

0.20 I o. 18 mA Per Gate - - I - - - -
I 
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